### Commission’s Approved Course of Fire for the Firearms Qualification Standard

**Stage 1**
**HIP POSITION FROM HOLSTER**
- Using single target from the 1 to 3-yard line shoot:
  - 2 rounds in 4 seconds
  - Repeat one time for a total of 4 rounds
- Using single target from the 3-yard line shoot:
  - 2 rounds in 1 second
  - Repeat two times for a total of 6 rounds

**Stage 2**
**TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM READY GUN**
- Using single target from the 3-yard line shoot:
  - 2 rounds in 1 second
  - Repeat two times for a total of 6 rounds
- Using single target from the 7-yard line shoot:
  - 3 rounds in 5 seconds.
  - Repeat one time for a total of 6 rounds

**Stage 3**
**TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER**
- Using single target from the 7-yard line shoot:
  - 2 rounds in 4 seconds from the holster
  - 2 rounds in 4 seconds from ready gun position
  - 2 rounds in 4 seconds from ready gun position

**Stage 4**
**TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER**
- Using single target from the 7-yard line shoot:
  - 6 rounds in 30 seconds.
- Using single target from the 15-yard line shoot:
  - 6 rounds in 30 seconds.

**Stage 5**
**TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER**
- Using single target from the 7-yard line shoot:
  - 12 rounds in 45 seconds. (Mandatory Reload)

**Stage 6**
**TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER**
- Using single target from the 15-yard line shoot:
  - 6 rounds in 30 seconds.

---

**Weapon: 1**
- Pass ☐
- Fail ☐

**Weapon: 2**
- Pass ☐
- Fail ☐

*(For Agency Use Only)*

**Comments:**

---

**Passing Score.** A passing score is a minimum score of 80%, which is 32 of 40 rounds in the scoring area.

**Scoring.** The scoring shall be any hit that is inside or touches the exterior scoring line of the 4 and 5 zone of a commercially produced B-21E target or equivalent Pride Enterprises (P.R.I.D.E.) target. The course of fire shall begin at Stage 1 and follow the order sequence through Stage 6.
OFFICER TO INSTRUCTOR RATIO

For instruction of the Firearms Qualification Course, it is recommended there be no more than six officers actively engaged on a firearms range for each Commission-certified firearms instructor.

ACTIVELY ENGAGED

Actively engaged is defined in Rule 11B-35.0021(4)(a), F.A.C., as “an officer on the firing range handling a weapon.”

FIREARMS QUALIFICATION COURSE REQUIREMENTS

1. An officer shall, at minimum, be required to demonstrate proficiency at 80% or higher with the type of weapon that the officer carries. The minimum score is calculated at 32 of 40 rounds in the scoring area. The scoring area shall be any hit that is inside or touches the exterior scoring line, for example, the 4 and 5 zone of the a commercially produced B-21E or equivalent Pride Enterprises (P.R.I.D.E.) target.

2. An officer shall use a commercially produced B-21E or equivalent Pride Enterprises (P.R.I.D.E.) target.

3. The Firearms Qualification Standard shall be administered by a currently certified Commission-approved firearms instructor.

4. The Firearms Qualification Standard shall be conducted at a Commission-certified training school range, agency range, or private range.

5. A certified Law Enforcement Officer who fails to demonstrate proficiency skills on the required Firearms Qualification Standard shall not perform the duties of a sworn officer.

6. Any remedial training and subsequent qualification attempts are the responsibility of the employing agency and the officer must meet the Firearms Qualification Standard prior to the officer working in the capacity as a sworn officer.

USE OF REDUCED SIZED TARGETS FOR HANDGUN QUALIFICATION

1. An employing agency is authorized to use a reduced sized target when a firing range with full qualification distance is not available and using the reduced sized target will allow an officer to satisfy the required Firearms Qualification Standard and comply with Rule 11B-27.0021(14), F.A.C.,

2. Use of a reduced sized target is limited to the Firearms Course of Fire Stage 6 (15-yard line: Two-hand High Point from Holster) handgun qualification. An officer is permitted to fire the 15-yard line handgun qualification at the 10-yard line using the Commission-approved CJSTC B-21E R33 target.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING FORM CJSTC-86A

1. Complete Form CJSTC-86A for each officer.

2. Enter the officer’s name, ID, last four digits of the officer’s social security number, agency name, agency ORI, employment type, and weapon information and enter the date the officer completed the performance objectives.

3. Place a check in the boxes provided for either PASS or FAIL to signify the officer’s overall proficiency performance.

4. The officer shall sign his or her name and enter the date signed.

5. The instructor shall print and sign his or her name and the date signed. The instructor shall enter the expiration date of his or her firearms instructor certification.

6. The agency administrator or designee shall sign his or her name and enter the date signed.

7. The agency shall enter the qualification information on-line through Automated Training Management System (ATM).

8. The agency shall retain this original form in the officer’s file at the employing agency.